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Solutions of the Hunter–Saxton equation
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might enjoy wave breaking in finite time. This means that even classical solutions, in general, do not exist globally, but only
locally in time, since their spatial derivative might become unbounded from below pointwise, while the solution itself remains
continuous. Furthermore, energy concentrates on sets of measure zero when wave breaking occurs. Thus the prolongation
of solutions beyond wave breaking in the weak sense is non-unique and depends heavily on how the concentrated energy is
manipulated. The two most prominent ones are called dissipative, i.e., the concentrated energy is taken out [1] and conservative,
i.e., the energy is given back into the system [2]. The existence of conservative solutions has been established with the help of a
generalized method of characteristics, which allows to rewrite the Hunter–Saxton equation as a system of ODEs in Lagrangian
coordinates.

The aim of this talk is to highlight the main steps in proving the uniqueness of conservative solutions [3]. The overall idea is
to establish a bijection between the properties satisfied by each conservative solution and the solution operator from [2]. The
main ingredients are measure transport equations, ideas from sub- and supersolutions as well as a good understanding of the
characterisation of equivalence classes in Lagrangian coordinates.

This is joint work with H. Holden.
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